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About this business planning for crowdfunders toolkit

Starting a business is hard work and requires a lot of your time and 

effort. 

We know this and have designed a no-fuss toolkit to help keen project 

creators plan for a new business venture. 

A comprehensive business plan typically tackles the short-, medium-

and long-term. We have combined these viewpoints so as to give 

management an easy-to-follow, holistic guide to business 

planning that is adaptable to any business strategy. 

This document also includes information on planning for the risk 

management process as well as some additional information on 

further ideas for funding support.

Let us help your business achieve its maximum potential and growth, 

whilst keeping all areas as risk-free as possible.

We are all about growth and want to help your enterprise succeed!

About ZAAR – operated by P.E.I Limited

ZAAR is a donation/rewards-based crowdfunding platform operated 

by P.E.I Limited, which is an organisation set up by the Malta 

Business Bureau and University of Malta.

Once launched, the platform will accept ideas from all economic 

sectors, social enterprises and NGOs, encouraging projects which 

relate to innovation, technology, entertainment, design, arts and 

culture.

We believe that great ideas should go far, and it is our mission to 

provide the space for that to happen. We strive towards standing by 

our values in order to offer the best space for creative ideas and 

supporters to contribute to our platform. Our values are trust, 

reliability and knowledge.

Foreword



1. Business planning toolkit
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Tip: Those involved in the 

business plan must consider the 

background of their business and 

answer basic questions about its 

origins, philosophy and mission, its 

objectives, and its means of 

accomplishing those objectives.

Getting started

Most crowdfunding platforms 

operate using an 'all-or-

nothing' funding model. Every 

project creator sets their 

project’s funding goal and 

deadline. When the project 

funding duration ends, all 

backers’ cards are charged 

when the time expires if the 

pledges meet the target funding 

goal. If the campaign falls short, 

no one gets charged. 

A sound management approach 

considers the alongside 

questions as an essential first 

step to take to reach any goal 

efficiently.

Some pre-planning 

considerations

• Are you clear on your 

strategic priorities?

• Can you obtain the effort 

and commitment necessary 

to collect the information 

needed, formulate a 

business plan, and make it 

work for you like a business 

resource?

• Are you indeed 

knowledgeable about the 

business and familiar with 

all levels of operations?

• Do you require professional 

assistance in preparing the 

plan?

Introduction to 

crowdfunding in a business 

context

Crowdfunding is a new, 

attractive form of funding 

ideas, which, in a very short 

time, revolutionised the way 

start-ups and projects get 

funded. Indeed, the 

crowdfunding economy has 

more than tripled over the last 

three years. 

Crowdfunding brings 

entrepreneurs and sponsors 

together via an online 

platform. The ‘sponsor’ would 

be any member of the public 

willing to contribute towards 

the project creator's idea. 

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



Tip: For products still in 

the prototype stage, 

careful consideration 

needs to be given to the 

transition to volume 

production, identifying 

likely areas of delay.

• What will be the profit 

margin for each product?

• What is the current state of 

development of each major 

product?

• What are the future product 

plans and anticipated dates 

of introduction?

• What are your research and 

development plans?

• Will any of the products be 

patented?

• Do these products/services 

require Government 

approval or licences, etc? Or 

are there any industry 

standards to be met?

Manufacturing process 

Questions to answer:

• Are you clear on all the 

costs to be involved in your 

manufacturing process? Did 

you account for unexpected 

situations?

• Have you established a 

pricing monitoring strategy 

on your costs to counter the 

risks of volatility?

• Have you established how 

your costs change with 

different production 

volumes?

• What are the key raw 

materials or factors affecting 

production?

Examples include 

dependence on lead 

supplier, alternative sources, 

lead times, make-or-buy 

alternatives, etc.

• Do you have any 

production or operating 

advantages?

Products and services

Questions to answer:

• Can you define your 

product/service and its 

uses in basic terms?

• What are the distinctive 

features of your major 

products/services? 

Examples may include 

quality, price, advantages to 

the customer, unique 

features, etc.

• What are the disadvantages 

associated with your major 

products/services? Can 

these problems be 

overcome?

• How long will each major 

product last before the 

customer will need to 

replace it?

• Are any major 

products/services being 

introduced by competitors?
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• Are you aware of the 

relevant legislation you 

should abide by, such as 

health and safety?

• Do you have a facility 

from which to 

manufacture your 

product?

Setting a strong foundation

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



• What are the barriers to 

entry?

• How much market share do 

they have?

• What are your competitors' 

strengths and weaknesses?

• How do you think your 

competitors would react to 

you entering the market?

Market opportunity

Questions to answer:

• Who and where are your 

customers?

• Why and when would your 

customers pay for your 

product/service?

• Are there influences on the 

buying habits of customers 

which are beyond your 

control?

• How large is your target 

market?

• How fast is it growing?

• What are the opportunities 

and threats, and how will 

you deal with them?

• How will your 

product/service fare in the 

market and position your 

company?

Competition

Questions to answer:

• Who and where are your 

competition?

• What do they sell/what 

service do they offer?

• How will their company 

size and growth potential 

compare to yours?

• Why will customers choose 

your product or service 

over theirs?
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Tip: In some circumstances it 

may be appropriate to 

commission a market research 

study to obtain relevant 

information.

Tip: Be sure to include indirect 

competitors – those with similar 

capabilities that currently cater 

for a different market but could 

choose to challenge you down 

the road.

Understanding your market situation

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



Getting yourself  out there
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• How do you anticipate 

demand will be affected by 

the pricing policy?

• How do you intend to 

increase market share whilst 

still making a surplus/profit?

• How do you expect prices to 

move in the general market in 

the near future?

• How will you sell to your 

customers? Directly, at a 

storefront or through a 

website?

• Will you use a sales team or 

distributors?

• What are the support and 

after-sales services to be given 

to customers?

• Will you implement any 

warranty arrangements?

Marketing activities

Questions to answer:

• How will the product be 

promoted? Examples 

include social media, 

tradeshows, public relations 

and promotional literature.

• What are the primary ways 

you will reach your 

customers?

Selling your product/service

Questions to answer:

• How will products/services 

be priced? Will the pricing 

policy be cost- or demand-

based?

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



The brains behind your enterprise
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Tip:

In some circumstances it may be 

appropriate to commission a 

market research study to obtain 

relevant information.

• What are the remuneration 

packages that will be given 

to key management and 

personnel?

• How will information be 

dissipated throughout the 

organisation? Are there any 

anticipated changes to be 

made to the management 

information systems?

• What are the entity's 

recruitment and training 

policies?

Management and personnel

Questions to answer:

• Who are the people behind 

the organisation and what 

do they bring to the table in 

terms of skills, 

qualifications and 

accomplishments?

• Are there any missing 

ingredients or weaknesses 

in the management team? If 

so, how do you plan on 

rectifying them?

• What is the relationship 

between ownership and 

management of the 

enterprise?

• Once growth of a certain 

level is achieved, what are 

the additional envisaged 

management requirements 

for the future and on what 

basis will they be selected?

Partners and resources

Questions to answer:

• Are key partners needed in 

order to launch?

• Is intellectual property or 

any other resource required?

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



Your operation's nuts and bolts
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Getting further

assistance – Grant 

Thornton is experienced in 

this area, we can help you 

prepare projections in line 

with your

requirements

Business model

Matters to establish:

• Revenue streams, such as 

product sales, advertising, 

services, licensing.

• Cost structure, such as 

salaries, rent, inventory and 

maintenance.

• Do key 

suppliers/distribution 

partners express interest?

Financials

Matters to establish:

• Sales forecast – which is 

dependant on how many 

products to be sold, 

number of customers and 

pricing strategy.

• Levels of production 

required to achieve this 

sales forecast and maintain 

a practical level of finished 

goods stock.

• Fixed asset requirements, 

costs, methods of financing 

the purchases, depreciation 

method and rates.

• Funding sources beyond 

crowdfunding for the 

sustainability of operations, 

through the use of debt or 

equity instruments.

Milestones

Matters to establish:

• Primary goals and objectives 

to achieve over the next few 

months.

• Regular management 

reporting routine informing 

progress and highlighting 

any barriers to moving the 

key initiatives forward.

• Measures for performance 

milestones.

Tip: Be sure that all assumptions made 

are realistic and justifiable. Having an 

independent entity review them adds 

value.

Financial forecasts should show profit and 

loss, balance sheet and cashflow 

statements – providing a self-check to 

avoid errors whilst catering for the needs 

of its users.

Your pitch Your team Your numbersIntroduction Your offer Your market



2. Cultivating your success: Risk management
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The proposed RMF should aim 

to contribute to operational 

effectiveness and overall high 

quality of internal control. 

Implementing a comprehensive 

set of policies and procedures 

to mitigate the impact of 

internal and external risks and 

ensuring full compliance with 

all applicable rules and 

regulations is way of 

implementing a RMF.

A robust RMF should pinpoint 

the organisation's envisaged 

major risks, frame its risk 

appetite, ensure the highest 

returns on the risks taken and 

aid senior personnel in 

managing them.

Best practice approach: risk 

management framework
A proactive risk management 

system will include internal 

control processes that are 

designed to circumvent and 

reduce the threats posed to it. 

A business, once operational, 

will be subject to a number of 

risks, which may be combatted 

through the implementation of 

a strong risk management 

framework (RMF). A handy 

guide and one example of best 

practice is the COSO 

Enterprise Risk Management 

framework. 

Implementing an appropriate 

risk management framework is 

vital for an entity to meet its  

strategic objectives.

3. Risk quantification and 

assessment

• A strong risk assessment 

process is fundamental for 

any effective RMF. A 

systematic process entails the 

identifying and evaluating of 

events which could affect the 

achievement of objectives. 

• Risk quantification is done by 

measuring the risk in terms of 

impact and likelihood of 

occurrence. The interaction of 

impact and likelihood shall 

result in different risk category 

levels.

4. Risk monitoring

• An annual evaluation of the 

adequacy of the RMF, 

especially its compliance to 

applicable laws, regulations, 

rules and practices should be 

conducted by the controllers. 

1. Risk identification

• This is the first step in risk 

management and is 

recognised as the variability 

around an expected 

outcome. Risks can be both 

internal and external; the 

latter being beyond the 

organisation's control. In 

this step, risks are 

categorised into their 

respective types as 

demonstrated on the 

ensuing pages.

2. Risk appetite

• Risk appetite refers to an 

entity's desire to accept a 

certain amount of risk while 

following its business 

strategy. Management shall 

set out its risk appetite in 

terms of financial and 

non-financial objectives, 

limits and trigger levels.

What does risk management entail?

Cultivating your success: Risk management



Avoid

Transfer
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1. Transfer

• High impact / low 

probability risks should be 

transferred.

• It would not be worth 

spending time controlling the 

risk if it is not likely to occur 

frequently. Also, the 

organisation may not have 

the sufficient expertise to 

manage that risk.

2. Avoid

• High impact / high 

probability risks should be 

avoided.

• Cost of avoiding risk must 

justify the benefits.

• If risk cannot be avoided, the 

organization should consider 

withdrawing the investment 

or activity.

3. Reduce

• Low impact / high 

probability risks should be 

reduced.

• Cost of transferring the risk 

may not exceed benefit due 

to its low impact.

• These risks are likely to 

materialise frequently, so they 

should be constantly 

monitored.

• These risks can be reduced 

by implementing a sound 

system of internal control.

4. Accept

• Low impact / low probability 

risks should be accepted.

• To earn profit some risk 

needs to be accepted.

• Benefits from accepting 

the risks must exceed 

losses expected.

Responding to risks: TARA matrix

Cultivating your success: Risk management
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Risk category Risk drivers Risk mitigation response

Strategic • Penetrating the targeted market

• Asymmetry of strategic priorities across the controlling body

• Obtaining the effort and commitment necessary to collect the information 

needed and formulating a clear business plan

• Risk of board and other governing persons / bodies not understanding the 

risks specific to the company and effective ways of managing them

• Being too myopic (near-sighted)

• Feasibility and business planning exercises with focus on market and 

economic assessment

• Robust strategic planning process addressing business goals and 

objectives

• Ensure the controlling body is composed of appropriately-qualified and 

experienced members who understand the businesses' processes and the 

risks they are running, who set the risk apetite, behaviours and risk 

awareness from the top 

• Rewarding systems for exhibition of behaviours that fall within corporate 

risk and business strategy and values

• Independent monitoring committees (if so appointed) to challenge 

executive decisions

• Seek professional assistance in business planning and risk management

Operational 

and 

technology

• Unforeseen problems with products or services

• Products' quality and as a result, lifespans not aligned with consumers' 

expectations

• Technological failures

• New technologies emerging warranting your product redundant

• Internal control deficiencies

• Human error

• Fraud by employees / external sources

• Warranty arrangements

• Business disaster recovery plan with remote total destruction plan and 

continuity arrangements

• Sound information systems and governance arrangements

• Continuous testing and improving upon internal controls and risk 

management policies

• Robust HR policies especially with respect to recruitment and training 

• Real-time monitoring with segregation of duties between appointed 

members of management

• Setting a clear mission and culture of integrity for the entire team to uphold

Risk exposure and management responses

Cultivating your success: Risk management
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Risk category Risk drivers Risk mitigation response

Financial • Raising the necessary funds

• Not getting the best marginal cost available

• Not projecting the sufficient amount of funds needed to be raised

• Reaching burnout rate sooner than expected, resulting in cash shortfalls

• Failure to generate sufficient revenues to cover your key production and 

operating costs

• Single large customers on whom reliance is placed defaulting on their 

payments

• Volatility of interest rates when financing through debt

• Exchange rates materially fluctuating when doing business internationally

• Robust financial planning procedures, with room for unexpected costs

• Set a pricing monitoring strategy on costs to monitor volatility

• Establish contact with backup suppliers to safeguard against price 

increases or key suppliers leaving the market

• Determine key raw materials and factors affecting production and taking 

measures to minimise costs as much as is reasonably possible with a 

view to ensuring feasible stability

• Identify any operating advantages and making full use of them

• Seek financial planning assistance from a professional expert body

• Budget to raise capital to cover at least 1.5 years' worth of expenditure

• Have a healthy customer spread to minimise reliance on individual ones

• Hedge against interest and exchange rates by, for example, derivatives

Legal and 

compliance

• Legislations or regulations restricting your product

• Being unaware of new legislation or regulations impacting your business

• Loss of revenues due to litigation 

• Conduct research on compliance required, be it Government approval or 

industry standards required to be met (quality certifications might be 

needed to be sought at this stage)

• Seek legal assistance in establishing a compliance framework

• Task a person within the company to oversee the framework and ensure 

that it is constantly kept up-to-date and valid

• Keep your legal counsel informed of what’s happening in the business so 

they can address potential problems before they spiral out of control

Risk exposure and management responses

Cultivating your success: Risk management
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Risk category Risk drivers Risk mitigation response

Market and 

competition

• Distinguishing products and services from other market players

• Insufficient demand for the product

• Competitors producing similar products at a lower marginal cost

• Other entities duplicating your product

• Business development exercise with focus on product differentiation

• Figure out what you do better than your competitors and focus on 

maintaining your leadership in that category

• Anticipate your competitors' reaction by keeping informed or their 

operating strengths and weaknesses and acting pre-emptively by 

developing appropriate defences

• Assess market demand before attempting to penetrate the market (may be 

done by commissioning a market research study)

• Gauge market acceptance by getting feedback from friends or surveys of 

potential customers 

• Obtain as many different quotations from suppliers as possible to ensure 

you get the best deal

• Consider patenting your product

Other risks • Reputation of organisation being tarnished

• Perceived or real breaches in Payscout's ability to conduct business 

securely and responsibly

• Relationship with customers 

• Changes in consumer behaviour

• Avoiding litigating by maintaining a robust compliance framework

• Work with the mentality of continuously improving your product or service 

offering

• Train your staff to operate with integrity and transparency to customers

• Ensure customers are kept happy by investing in customer care and 

feedback services

Risk exposure and management responses

Cultivating your success: Risk management



3. Further ideas for funding support: Funding 

schemes and grants
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Scheme title Objective Type Details Eligible expenses Excluded undertakings

Micro invest Assisting with the expenditure 

relating to growth and innovation 

of undertakings.

Tax credit • 45% of eligible expenditure, up 

to a maximum of €30,000.

• 65% of eligible expenditure if 

operating from Gozo, up to a 

maximum of €50,000.

Some include:

• Employment

• Furnishing/refurbishing

• Investment costs

• Machinery

• Technology

• Alternate energy source

• Ground vehicles carrying 

goods

• Agriculture

• Aquaculture/Fishery

• Export

• Ground freight transport 

leasing

• Voluntary organisations

• Undertakings in difficulty

Certify Facilitating viable investments 

leading to superior quality 

products or services.

Tax credit • 50% of eligible expenditure, up 

to a maximum of €25,000.

Some include:

• First time audits

• Due diligence

• Verification services

• ME-approved consultancy 

fees

• Agriculture

• Aquaculture/Fishery

• Real estate

• Gambling

• Financial Services

• Insurance

• Military equipment

• Voluntary organisations

Business 

development

High value-adding projects, 

increasing value to the Maltese 

economy and creating new jobs.

Biotechnology, ICT, 

manufacturing, industrial services, 

other innovative operations.

Grant • Up to €200,000 over 3 years, 

depending on how much value 

the venture will add to the 

economy.

Some include:

• Consultancy fees

• Recruitment fees

• Transport and freight costs

• Set-up costs

• Agriculture

• Aquaculture/Fishery

• Export

• Ground freight transport 

leasing

• Voluntary organisations

• Undertakings in difficulty

Further ideas for funding support: Funding schemes and grants

Funding schemes and grants

http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/micro_invest_guidelines_version_4_4_2.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/certify_guidelines_23_06_2015_v_1.1.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/incentive_guideline_v_1.2.pdf
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Scheme title Objective Type Details Eligible expenses Excluded undertakings

B start Seed funding for economically 

viable business concepts which 

are in the initial stage of 

development.

Grant • Up to €25,000 limited to 12 

months:

• Initial instalment of €10,000, 

after which quarterly 

instalments capped at €600 per 

employee.

Some include:

• Manufacturing

• IT, digital media, 

communications

• R&D, technological 

innovation

• Biotechnology, medicine

• Internationally distributable 

products

• Real estate

• Gambling

• Financial services

• Insurance

• Voluntary organisations

Employment in 

innovation and 

creativity

Easing of tax expense for non 

residents providing roles which 

are not addressed by current 

labour market.

Reduced

tax rate

• Subject to a 15% flat income

tax rate limited to 3 years.

n/a • Controls more than 25% 

shares

• Unqualified individuals

• Maltese domiciles

Strengthening 

market entry and 

internalisation

Facilitating access of local 

enterprises to foreign markets, 

allowing exploration of new 

business opportunities and 

networks overseas.

Tax credit • 40% of eligible expenses in the 

case of large undertakings;

• 50% of eligible expenses in the 

case of medium undertakings;

• Up to a maximum of €30,000.

Some include:

• Trade fairs/events/missions

• Seeking of project partners

• Networking meetings

• Rental of exhibition stand

• Eligible travel costs

• Public entities

• Less than €7,000 expected 

turnover

• Undertakings in difficulty

• Voluntary organisations

• Gambling

• Military equipment

Soft loan Part-financing enterprises 

engaged in manufacturing through 

loans at low interest rates.

Loan • Usually cover 33% of approved 

project provided it does not 

exceed 75% cost of plant, 

machinery and equipment.

Unavailable Unavailable

Funding schemes and grants

Further ideas for funding support: Funding schemes and grants

http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/b_start_incentive_guidelines_final_version_1.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/qualifying_employment_in_innovation_and_creativity_v_1_1_2.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/market_entry_and_internationalisation_guidelines_rev2.5.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/en/support/soft-loan
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Scheme title Objective Type Details Eligible expenses Excluded undertakings

BOV start plus 

(Jeremie scheme)

Support local micro enterprises in 

their start-up phases by providing 

working capital.

Loan • Up to €25,000 with a favourable 

interest rate of 4.8% payable 

over 5 years with a possible 6 

month moratorium, without any 

collateral.

• 20% of total investment • Aquaculture/Fishery

• Agriculture

• Ground freight transport 

leasing

• Entities with more than 10 

employees

• Revenue/Balance sheet > €2 

million

Network support Promoting transfer of knowledge 

and expertise through a network 

to achieve specific business 

objectives.

Biotechnology, ICT, 

manufacturing, industrial services 

and other innovative operations 

aiming to increase growth and 

competitiveness.

Grant • 60% of eligible expenditure, up 

to a maximum of €60,000:

• Limited to €10,000 multiplied by 

the number of network 

members

• Engagement/wage of 

network manager

• Trade fairs/events

• Eligible travel costs

• Studies/consultancy services

• Promotional material

• Public entities

• Undertakings in difficulty

• Aquaculture/Fishery

• Agriculture

• Export

• Ground freight transport 

leasing

Micro guarantee 

scheme

Accelerating growth of smaller 

business undertakings by making 

debt finance more easily 

accessible.

Loan • From €2,500 to €100,000, 

predetermined repayment 

period not exceeding 10 years, 

the interest rate being in 

accordance with bank issuing 

the loan.

• Machinery and equipment

• Furniture, fixtures, fittings, 

refurbishment

• Immoveable property

• Intellectual property

• Working capital up to 30% of 

loan

• Public entities

• Undertakings receiving state 

aid

• Gambling

• Financial services

• Insurance

• Voluntary organisations

• Undertakings in difficulty

Funding schemes and grants

Further ideas for funding support: Funding schemes and grants

https://www.bov.com/content/bov-start-plus-financing-package
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/network.development.guidelines.v01.04.00.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/micro_guarantee_guidelines_version_3.1_removal_of_reference_to_6.1.1._and_replaced_to_6.2.pdf
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Scheme title Objective Type Details Eligible expenses Excluded undertakings

Royalty income 

from patents

Encouraging enterprises to invest 

in research and knowledge 

creation and to exploit intellectual 

property through licensing of 

patented knowledge.

Tax 

exemption

• Any legal person receiving 

royalty payment from patented 

information will have related 

income exempt from tax.

• Experimental research

• Industrial research

• Experimental development

Unavailable

Research and 

development

Tax credit to incentivise innovation 

and research.

Cash grants may also be awarded 

to projects approved by EUREKA 

or Eurostars Joint programme or 

deemed by ME to increase 

employment or economic growth.

Tax credit or 

grant

• At least 10% of research costs 

must be borne by the 

organisation.

• Cash grant of up to €250,000, 

while eligible aid exceeding that 

amount may still be awarded in 

tax credits.

• Eligible costs within first 3 

years

• Personnel costs

• Experimental research

• Industrial research

• Experimental development

• Building depreciation for 

project life

• Contractual research and 

patents bought

• Undertaking in difficulty

• Public entities

Fusion Supports research and innovation with the ultimate goal of promoting and supporting local research and innovation as well as providing the necessary 

handholding in order to enable researchers and technologists to turn their innovative ideas into a market ready reality. Run by Malta Council for Science and 

Technology.

Further details can be found on the website.

Funding schemes and grants

Further ideas for funding support: Funding schemes and grants

http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/royalty_income_from_patents_incentive_guidelines.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/rd_2014-2020_version_1_post_samb_clarifications.pdf
http://mcst.gov.mt/fusion-ri-programme
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Furthermore, in the 2016 Budget announcement, Government, through Malta Enterprise intends to launch further fresh schemes to fund start-ups 

by up to €200,000 in direct correlation to the invested private equity, increased to €500,000 for innovative enterprises – whereby these schemes may 

also apply to companies seeking crowdfunding.

In relation to this, it was also announced that people who donate money to the arts will be entitled to a tax credit of up to 150% of the value of their 

donation.

Specific details regulating these new schemes and tax credits are expected to be released shortly.

Scheme title Objective Type Details Eligible expenses Excluded undertakings

Investment aid To encourage existing businesses 

to expand, as well as facilitating  

the set up of new establishments.

Intended to promote regional, 

industrial and economic 

development.

Tax credit • Investment must remain in 

Malta for 5 years.

• Eligible expenditure of up to 

35% for small enterprises, 25% 

for medium enterprises, 15% for 

large enterprises and hotels.

• Property, plant and 

equipment

• Wages directly attributable to 

project

• Certain intangible assets

• Gambling

• Telecommunications

R&D feasibility 

studies

To encourage research and 

development initiatives usually 

associated with high risk to 

construct a feasibility study prior 

to undertaking the project, as to 

determine the likelihood of 

success.

Grant • Eligible costs capped at 70% for 

small, 60% for medium and 

50% for large undertakings, up 

to a maximum of €50,000 per 

project and €5,000 per full time 

employee.

• Personnel costs

• Experimental research

• Industrial research

• Experimental development

• Employing less than 2 

employees

• Undertaking in difficulty

• Public entities

• Export

Funding schemes and grants

Further ideas for funding support: Funding schemes and grants

http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/investment_aid_2014_-_2020_version_2.pdf
http://www.maltaenterprise.com/sites/default/files/support_measures/guidelines_version_1_post_samb_clarifications.pdf
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Grant Thornton International

Grant Thornton International is one of the world’s leading 

organisations of independently owned and managed accounting and 

consulting firms.  These firms provide assurance, tax and advisory 

services to privately held businesses and public interest entities.  More 

than 2,500 partners provide clients with distinctive, high quality and 

personalised services in over 100 countries. 

Grant Thornton has established an international reputation for 

providing outstanding services to organisations in all regions of the 

world. Grant Thornton is uniquely positioned amongst other firms 

because we have Big Four capabilities – but our business model is 

focused on greater partner-director led involvement. Of the 

international accounting firms we have the lowest partner-to-staff 

ratio, thus providing you with easy and frequent access to high level 

professionals.

Our service team is committed to providing proactive and responsive 

services. We are highly attentive to client needs based on personalised 

service and we deliver interdisciplinary solutions drawing on rigorous 

financial and analytical processes to address complex public-interest 

entity issues.  We can provide your organisation with the depth of 

knowledge and width of experience required to carry out this 

assignment effectively. 

Grant Thornton Malta

Grant Thornton Malta was set up in the mid-1970s and has grown 

into one of the country’s leading firms of certified public accountants 

and management consultants.

As of 1 January 2015 Grant Thornton Malta expanded its advisory 

and tax practices through a merger with EMCS, an independent 

advisory and tax services firm. Through this merger Grant Thornton 

Malta continues to consolidate its position as one of the major 

business advisory, accounting, assurance and tax firms in Malta.

The Maltese firm presently has a complement of 100 people including 

partners and directors and a multi-disciplinary team of advisors, 

auditors, tax specialists, lawyers and IT specialists. The firm’s client 

base includes several public interest entities, international and local 

groups of companies and smaller organisations operating in various 

industry sectors.

About Grant Thornton
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Grant Thornton Malta has a support agreement with PEI 

Limited, the company behind ZAAR  Malta’s first 

crowdfunding platform.

We support this initiative and are willing to help aspiring 

entrepreneurs realise their crowdfunding and business objectives. 

With extensive experience in business planning, financial modelling 

and the likes, we are well-positioned to assist you in your 

crowdfunding needs.

© 2015 Grant Thornton Ltd. All rights 

reserved.

Grant Thornton Malta is a member firm 

within Grant Thornton International Ltd 

(‘Grant Thornton International’). Grant 

Thornton International and the member 

firms are not a worldwide partnership. 

Services are delivered by the member 

firms independently.

This publication has been prepared 

only as a guide. No responsibility can 

be accepted by us for loss occasioned 

to any person acting or refraining from 

acting as a result of any material in this 

publication.

www.grantthornton.com.mt

An instinct for growth  We are here to assist you

Michael Zarb – Senior Manager

Michael is the senior manager responsible for developing and 

managing the firm's transaction advisory team. He holds a BA (Hon) 

Bus. Economics, an MSc in the Management of Information Systems 

and is also a Chartered Accountant (ICAEW). Michael is currently 

halfway through an MSc in Applied Economics.

He joined Grant Thornton from one of the Big Four firms in 

September 2014 and has 8 years' experience working in the field. He is 

an expert economic, financial and risk model builder and a highly 

technical person. He has very broad experience which includes the 

setting up of various types of businesses.

For further information on how we may help you, please contact 

Michael Zarb on michael.zarb@mt.gt.com or call him on +356 

21320134 / +356 79796378.

http://www.grantthornton.com.mt/

